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MODULARITY FOR W-ALGEBRAS AND AFFINE SPRINGER

FIBRES

PENG SHAN1,2, DAN XIE2, AND WENBIN YAN1

Abstract. We construct a bijection between admissible representations for an affine
Lie algebra g at boundary admissible levels and Cˆ fixed points in homogeneous
elliptic affine Springer fibres for the Langlands dual affine Lie algebra g_. Using this
bijection, we relate the modularity of the characters of admissible representations to
Cherednik’s Verlinde algebra construction coming from double affine Hecke algebras.
Finally, we show that the expected behaviors of simple modules under quantized
Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions are compatible with the reductions from affine Springer
fibres to affine Spaltenstein varieties. This yields (modulo some conjectures) a similar
bijection for irreducible representations of W-algebras, as well as an interpretation
for their modularity properties.

Introduction

Motivated by the mirror symmetry for 4d N “ 2 superconformal field theories
compactified on a circle with finite size, we study the relationship between admissible
representations for any affine Lie algebra g and Cˆ-fixed points in the elliptic affine
Springer fibres for the Langlands dual affine Lie algebra g_. For physics motivations
and background of these results, we refer the readers to [24] for details.

Admissible representations were first studied by Kac-Wakimoto [19] in view of study-
ing representations of affine Lie algebras whose characters admit modularity properties.
These representations are equivalent to representations of the simple quotient Lk of
the universal affine vertex algebra of g at the corresponding level by [1].

Under the 4d{2d duality proposed in [6], the vertex algebras Lk as well as the
W-algebras obtained from their quantized Drinfeld-Sokolov reductions appear as the
image of some 4d theories Tk. Their associated varieties are conjectured to be the
Higgs branches of such theories. On the other hand side, the Coulomb branch of a
(generalized) 4d Class S theory is related to the moduli space of Higgs bundles on a
Riemann surface [14]. For those theory Tk’s discussed above, the Coulomb branches
are related to the moduli spaces of wild Higgs bundles on P1 with a regular singularity
at zero and an irregular singularity at infinity.
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2 MODULARITY AND DAHA

A bijection between Cˆ-fixed points in the moduli space of Higgs bundles and admis-
sible representations for principal W-algebras in type A was first established in [11].
In this paper, we establish a similar bijection for arbitrary affine Lie algebra g, as
well as for their W-algebras, using elliptic affine Springer fibres. The relationship to
Hitchin fibres is explained in Remark 1.4. This bijection provides a new connection
between admissible representations and the geometry of affine Springer fibres. We ex-
plore the compatibilities of modular group actions through this connection and some
other applications.

Let us now explain the main results of the paper.

For an affine Kac-Moody algebra g, we consider its representations at a boundary
principal admissible level k, which is of the form

k ` h_ “
h_

u
.

Here h_ is the dual Coxeter number and u is a positive integer coprime both to h_ and
the dual tiers number r_. Simple admissible highest weight modules are classified by
Kac-Wakimoto. Their highest weights are given by

Admk “ tx.pk̟0q | x P W̃ , xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`u,

where Π_
u “ tpu ´ 1qc ` α_

0
, α_

i , @i P Īu, with α_
i being simple affine roots, c P g is the

central element, W̃ is the extended affine Weyl group and ̟0 is the zeroth fundamental
weight.

On the other hand, let γ be a homogeneous elliptic element of slope u
h_ in the

Langlands dual Lie algebra g_, see (1.6) for a precise definition. The affine Springer
fibre Fℓγ inside the affine flag manifold Fℓ carries a Cˆ-action. Let Fℓ˝

γ be the neutral

connected component. The fixed points Fℓ˝,Cˆ

γ are isolated, and can be identified

naturally with a subset in W̃ . Then we have a bijection between the fixed points and
admissible representations as follows.

Theorem A (Theorem 1.3). The map below is a bijection

Fℓ˝,Cˆ

γ » Admk, w ÞÑ w´1.pk̟0q.

Now, assume g is nontwisted. By the work of Kac-Wakimoto [19], the characters
for admissible representations admit modular invariance. More precisely, there is an
action of the modular group SLp2,Zq on the vector space V spanned by the characters
of admissible representations. Explicit formulae are given for the matrix coefficients
of the S and T matrices.

On the other hand, by Vasserot’s geometric realisations of double affine Hecke alge-
bra(=DAHA) Hq,t via equivariant K-theory of affine Steinberg variety [28], for t “ qκ

with κ “ ´ u
h_ , the localised equivariant K-theory of the affine Springer fibre FℓC

ˆ

γ

provides a finite dimensional module V for DAHA. This particular finite dimensional
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representation was first studied by Cherednik [8]. It has many structures analogous to
those of a Verlinde algebra. In particular, Cherednik defined projective actions of the
group PSLcp2,Zq on DAHA and on V. The matrices S and T can also be described
explicitly in terms of specialisations of Macdonald polynomials. We will show that for
q “ expp2πi{κq, this yields in fact an SLp2,Zq-action on V and the following result
holds.

Theorem B (Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3). For q “ expp2πi{κq, there is an iso-
morphism of vector spaces V

„
Ñ V, induced by the bijection in Theorem A, which

intertwines the SLp2,Zq-actions on both sides.

Finally, we study the compatibility of the results above with the quantized Drinfeld-
Sokolov reductions, and obtain the corresponding results for W-algebras. Let f be
a nilpotent element in the finite part ḡ of g. We assume that it is regular in a Levi
subalgebra l̄, and admits a good even grading. The W-algebra Wkpḡ, fq is obtained
from the quantized Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of the simple vertex algebra Lk. There
are conjectural classification of simple highest weight Wkpḡ, fq-modules in terms of the
minus-Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction Ψ´

f of admissible representations, which has been
proven for principal nilpotent f and some other cases, see Conjecture 3.1 and the
comments after it for more details. This conjecture implies that the set of simple
highest weight Wkpḡ, fq-modules IrrpWkpḡ, fqq are parametrised by

Admf
k “ tx.pk̟0q | xpΠ_

uq Ă Φ_
`zΦ̄_

f u{ „f ,

where Φ̄_
f are the coroots for l̄. Let Wf be the Weyl group for l̄, the equivalence relation

„f is given by x „f x1 if x1 P Wfx.

On the other hand, let P_
f be the parahoric subgroup in the affine Kac-Moody group

G_, whose Levi subgroup has the Lie algebra l̄. We consider the affine Spaltenstein
variety Fℓfγ consisting of elements gP_

f such that Adg´1pγq belongs to the Lie algebra

of the radical of P_
f . Let Fℓf,˝γ be its neutral component.

Theorem C (Theorem 3.2). Assuming Conjecture 3.1 holds, then the bijection in
Theorem A induces a bijection

pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ

» IrrpWkpḡ, fqq.

As an application, we deduce a formula for the number of simple highest weight
Wkpḡ, fq-modules (based on the conjecture), see Corollary 3.5. It is obtained by count-

ing the fixed points in pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ
. This formula gives a new way to detect easily when

Wkpḡ, fq is zero, or equal to C, see Remarks 3.6, 3.7.

Finally, in terms of DAHA representations, passing from affine Springer fibre to affine
Spaltenstein varieties corresponds to projecting the representation V to Vf “ efV,
where ef is the sign idempotent in the group algebra of Wf . We further show that this
is compatible with the map from the space of characters V to the space Vf spanned
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by the characters of Wkpḡ, fq-representations, which is given by the Drinfeld-Sokolov
reduction. As a result, we obtain

Theorem D (Theorem 3.8). The isomorphism in Theorem B induces an isomorphism

Vf
„
Ñ Vf ,

which again intertwines the SLp2,Zq-actions on both sides.
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1. Admissible modules and fixed points

1.1. Notation. Let A “ paijqi,jPI be a generalized Cartan matrix of affine type X̃
prq
N

as listed in Table Aff r of [17, Section 4.8]. Write I “ t0, 1, ..., ℓu. The number r

is called the tier number. Let pa0, ..., aℓq, resp. pa_
0
, ..., a_

ℓ q, be the unique vector of
relatively prime positive integers such that

pa0, ..., aℓqA
t “ 0, resp. pa_

0
, ..., a_

ℓ qA “ 0,

where At is the transposed matrix. Recall that a0 “ 1 if A ‰ A
p2q
2ℓ , and a0 “ 2 if

A “ A
p2q
2ℓ , while a_

0
“ 1 in all cases. The number h_ “

ř

iPI a
_
i is the dual Coxeter

number of A.

Let g “ gpAq be the complex affine Lie algebra associated with A. Fix a Cartan
subalgebra h. It has the form h “ h1 ‘ Cd, where h1 is an pℓ ` 1q-dimensional vector
spaces with a basis given by the set of simple coroots Π_ “ tα_

0
, ..., α_

ℓu. Let Π “
tα0, ..., αℓu be the set of simple roots given by aiαi “ a_

i α
_
i . The space h1 carries a

symmetric bilinear form p , q such that

pα_
i , α

_
jq “ aijaj{a

_
j @i, j P I.

The kernel of this form is spanned by the canonical central element

c “
ÿ

iPI

a_
i α

_
i .
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It extends to a unique nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on h such that pd, cq “ 1,
pd, dq “ 0 and pd, α_

i q “ 0 for i “ 1, ..., ℓ. We use it to identify h » h˚. The natural
pairing h˚ ˆ h Ñ C will be denoted as x , y.

The affine Weyl group W is the subgroup of Autph1q generated by the simple reflec-
tions si given by sipvq “ v ´ pαi, vqα_

i for v P h1 and i P I. The set Φ_ “ W pΠ_q is the
set of real coroots. Let Φ_

`, resp. Φ_
´, be the subsets of positive, resp. negative, real

coroots.

Let ḡ be the Lie algebra associated with the finite Cartan matrix A0 “ paijqi,jPĪ ,
where Ī “ t1, ..., ℓu. Let h̄ be the Cartan subalgebra spanned by α_

i for i P Ī. Let Φ̄_

be the set of finite coroots, and W̄ “ xsi | i P Īy be the finite Weyl group. Consider
the root lattice Q “

ř

iPĪ Zαi and the coroot lattice Q_ “
ř

iPĪ Zα_
i . If r “ 1, then a_

i

always divides ai, so Q Ą Q_. If r ą 1, then ai always divides a
_
i for i P Ī, so Q Ă Q_.

Let r_ be the tier number of At. Set

M “

#

Q, if r_ “ 1,

Q_, if r_ ą 1.

The affine Weyl group W is a semi-direct product of W̄ with M . More precisely,
consider the map t : h1 Ñ Autph1q given by b ÞÑ tb with

tbphq “ h ` ph, cqb ´

ˆ

ph, bq `
1

2
ph, cqpb, bq

˙

c, @ h P h1.

For any subset N P h1, write tN “ ttb | b P Nu. Then W “ W̄ ˙ tM .

The extended affine Weyl group W̃ “ W̄˙tM̃ , where M̃ is the dual lattice forQ`Q_.
Recall that for any lattice L Ă h1, its dual lattice is L˚ “ tx P QL | px, Lq Ă Zu. Since
pQ,Q_q Ă Z, we have

M Ă M̃ “ pQ ` Q_q˚ Ă M˚

as subsets in h. If r “ 1, then Q Ą Q_. In this case M̃ is the coweight lattice P_. If
r ą 1, then Q Ă Q_, and M̃ is the weight lattice P . For w P W̃ , let

Φ_pwq “ Φ_
` X w´1pΦ_

´q.

Its cardinality is equal to the length ℓpwq of w. Set ǫpwq “ p´1qlpwq. Let Ω “ tw P
W̃ | wpΠ_q “ Π_u.

The fundamental weights ̟i are given by x̟i, α
_
jy “ δij for i, j P I. Together with

the imaginary root δ “
ř

iPI aiαi, they form a basis of h˚. The dual action of W̃ on h˚

is given by

tbpλq “ λ ` λpcqb˚ ´

ˆ

pλ, b˚q `
1

2
λpcqpb˚, b˚q

˙

δ, @b P M̃, λ P h˚.

Here b˚ is the image of b under the isomorphism h » h˚. Let ρ “
ř

iPI ̟i. Then

xρ, cy “ h_. The dot action for an element w in W̃ on h˚ is w.λ “ wpλ ` ρq ´ ρ for
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λ P h˚. Let ¯̟ i, ρ̄ be respectively the image of ̟i and ρ under the natural projection
ph1q˚ Ñ h̄˚ for i P Ī.

1.2. Principal admissible weights. For λ P h˚, let

Φ_
λ “ tα_ P Φ_ | xλ ` ρ, α_y P Zu

be the set of integral real coroots with respect to λ.

Definition 1.1. [19] A weight λ is called principal admissible if

(1) λ is regular dominant, i.e., xλ ` ρ, α_y R t0,´1,´2, ...u for all α_ P Φ_
`.

(2) there exists a linear isomorphism ϕ : h Ñ h such that ϕpΦ_
λq “ Φ_.

Such weights are classified by Kac-Wakimoto [19, Theorem 2.1]. Their level has the
following form

k ` h_ “
p

u
,

where u and p are positive integers such that pp, uq “ pr_, uq “ 1 and p ě h_. In this
paper, we will focus on the boundary principal admissible level which refers to the case
p “ h_. So from now on, we fix

(1.1) k ` h_ “
h_

u
, with ph_, uq “ pr_, uq “ 1.

By loc. cit (see also [21, Proposition 2]), the set of boundary principal admissible
weights consists of the following elements

Admk “ tx.pk̟0q | x P W̃ , xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`u,

where Π_
u “ tpu ´ 1qc ` α_

0
, α_

i , @i P Īu. Note that x.pk̟0q “ x1.pk̟0q if and only if
x´1x1pΠ_

uq “ Π_
u. Let

W̃u “ tx P W̃ | xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`u, Ωu “ tx P W̃ | xpΠ_
uq “ Π_

uu.

Then Ωu acts on W̃u from the right, and we have a bijection

(1.2) W̃u{Ωu
„
Ñ Admk, x ÞÑ x.pk̟0q.

1.3. Non-twisted case. Assume in this subsection that the affine Lie algebra g is
non-twisted. In other words r “ 1. In this case M “ Q_, and M̃ “ P_. The set
W̃u{Ωu has a more explicit description as follows.

For any b P M̃ , the element tb P W̃ admits a unique decomposition

tb “ πbub such that ub P W̄ and Φ_pπbq X Φ̄_ “ H.

Moreover, ub is the unique element in W̄ such that

‚ b´ “ ubpbq belongs to M̃´,
‚ for any α_ P Φ_pubq X Φ̄_, we have pα_, bq ‰ 0.
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See e.g. [8, Prop. 3.1.2]. Here M̃´ “ tλ P M̃ | pλ, α_
i q ď 0, @ i P Īu.

Let J “ ti P Ī | ai “ 1u. The set Ω admits the following description

Ω “ tπj :“ π ¯̟ j
| j P Ju.

Note that for j P J , the weight ¯̟ j is also the j-th fundamental coweight. In particular,

it belongs to M̃ . We have an isomorphism of groups

Ω » M̃{M, πj ÞÑ ¯̟ j ` M.

Similarly, Ωu “ tπu ¯̟ j
| j P Ju » uM̃{uM .

Now, consider the following set

(1.3) Σu “

"

b P M̃
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

either u ` pθ_, b´q ą 0,
or u ` pθ_, b´q “ 0 and u´1

b pθ_q P Φ̄_
´

*

.

Lemma 1.2. (a) We have W̃u “ tπb | b P Σuu.
(b) The action of Ωu on W̃u is given by πbπu ¯̟ j

“ πb`u´1

b
pu ¯̟ jq.

Proof. For b P M̃ and w P W̄ , the condition tbwpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

` is equivalent to

tbwpα_
i q “ wpα_

i q ´ pwpα_
i q, bqc P Φ_

`, @i,

tbwpuc ´ θ_q “ ´wpθ_q ` ru ` pwpθ_q, bqsc P Φ_
`.

(1.4)

The first line implies that ´pα_
i , w

´1bq ě 0 for all i, hence w´1b P M̃´. Further, if
pα_

i , w
´1bq “ 0, then wpα_

i q P Φ̄_
`. Thus w

´1 “ ub and tbw “ tbu
´1

b “ πb.

Now, the condition tbwpuc ´ θ_q P Φ_
` becomes u ` pθ_, b´q ą 0 or u ` pθ_, b´q “ 0

and u´1

b pθ_q P Φ̄_
´. Part (a) follows.

The equality in part (b) follows from the definition. �

We impose the equivalence relation on Σu given by b „ b1 if πb and πb1 belong to the
same Ωu-orbit. Combining the previous lemma and (1.2), we get

(1.5) Σu{„
„
Ñ Admk, b ÞÑ πb.pk̟0q.

1.4. The affine flag manifold. Now, back to the general situation, we recall some
basic facts about the affine flag manifold.

Let g_ be the Langlands dual of g, which is the affine Kac-Moody algebra whose
generalized Cartan matrix is At. Let G_ be the Kac-Moody group of adjoint type
whose Lie algebra is g_. It can be realised as G_ “ G_

c ¸ Grot

m , where G_
c is a central

extension of a possibly twisted loop group LḠ_ constructed as follows.

According to Table Aff r of [17, Section 4.8], the Lie algebra g_ is of type Ỹ
pr_q
N , and

there is an automorphism θ of the Dynkin diagram of ỸN of order r_ attached to it.
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Let G be the connected quasi-simple adjoint algebraic group of type YN . Let g be its
Lie algebra. We fix a pinning pT,B, ...q for G. The automorphism θ lifts to a pinned
automorphism of G, which we denote again by θ. The subgroup Gθ of θ-fixed points is
connected. Its Lie algebra is the Langlands dual of ḡ. The fixed points Tθ is a maximal
torus in Gθ. The root system for pGθ,Tθq is Langlands dual to the one for pḡ, h̄q. The
relative Weyl group NGθpTθq{Tθ is W̄ . Let φ be the set of absolute roots for pG,Tq.
Then Φ̄_ identifies with the average of the θ-orbits on φ.

Let F “ Cppzqq be the field of formal Laurent series with coefficient in C, and
OF “ Crrzss be the subring of formal power series. Consider the Galois extension
Fr_ “ Cppz1{r_ qq of F with Galois group µr_ . Pick ζ a generator of µr_ . Then it induces
an automorphism of GpFr_q denoted again by ζ . The homomorphism θ gives a descent
datum of GbFr_ from Fr_ to F . Let Ḡ_ be the result group scheme over F . Explicitly,
for any F -algebra R, we have

Ḡ_pRq “ tg P GpRq bF Fr_ | ζpgq “ θpgqu.

Similar construction with G replaced by T defines a maximal torus T̄_ of Ḡ_ over F .
We also have a special parahoric subgroup of Ḡ_ defined by

Ḡ_pRq “ tg P GpRq bOF
OFr_

| ζpgq “ θpgqu,

for any ring R over OF .

The loop group LḠ_ is the group ind-scheme over C whose R-points are given by
LḠ_pRq “ Ḡ_pRppzqqq for any commutative C-algebra R. It has a parahoric subgroup
L`Ḡ_ whose R points are given by Ḡ_pRrrzssq. The evaluation map z ÞÑ 0 induces
a group homomorphism L`Ḡ_ Ñ Gθ. The Iwahori subgroup I_ is the preimage of Bθ

under this map.

The loop group LḠ_ has a central extension 1 Ñ Gcen
m Ñ G_

c Ñ LḠ_ Ñ 1, see for
example [26, Section 2.5.2] and the reference therein. There is a Grot

m action on G_
c

which commute with Gcen
m and acts on LḠ_ by tgpz1{r_q “ gptz1{r_q. The Kac-Moody

group G_ “ G_
c ¸ Grot

m . The Iwahori subgroup is I_ “ Gcen
m ˆ I_ ¸ Grot

m .

The Lie algebra of LḠ_ is ḡ_pF q “ txpz1{r_ q P gbFr_ | θpxpz1{r_ qq “ xpζz1{r_qu. Let
δ, ̟0 be respectively the generators of the cocharacter lattice X˚pGrot

m q and X˚pGcen
m q.

Then g_ “ ḡ_pF q ‘ Cδ ‘ C̟0, and g_,˚ “ ḡpF q˚ ‘ Cc ‘ Cd. The Lie algebra of I_ is
the subspace spanned by the root space for roots in Φ_

` and those in Nδ.

The affine flag manifold is the fppf quotient Fℓ “ G_{I_. It is an ind-scheme whose
connected components are naturally parametrised by Ω. The torus Tθ acts on Fℓ via
left multiplication. The fixed points set is naturally in bijection with the extended
affine group W̄ ˙ X˚pTqµr_

by [16, Prop. 13]. This coincides with the extended affine

Weyl group W̃ considered in Section 1.1. In other words, we claim there is a natural
identification X˚pTqµr_

“ M̃ .
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To view this, we may first replace G by its simply connected cover Gsc, denote the
corresponding maximal torus by Tsc. Then its enough to show X˚pTscqµr_

“ M . The
adjoint case follows, because X˚pTscqµr_

and X˚pTqµr_
differ by Ω. Now, if r_ “ 1, then

X˚pTscq is the coroot lattice for ḡ
_, which is the root lattice Q for ḡ. So it equals M in

this case. If r_ ą 1, then X˚pTscqµr_
is the lattice generated by the echlonnage coroots

by [16, Lemma 15]. By [15, Cor. 5.3], these echlonnage coroots identifies with the roots
for θ-fixed subgroup in the Langlands dual of Gsc. But since Gsc is simply-laced, they
can also be identified with the roots for Gθ

sc. The Lie algebra of Gθ
sc is Langlands dual

to ḡ. So putting these together, the echlonnage coroots are identified with the coroots
for ḡ. Thus X˚pTqµr_

coincides with the coroot lattice Q_ for ḡ, which is M for r_ ą 1.

1.5. The affine Springer fibre. Now, we can discuss the relationships between ad-
missible weights and fixed points in affine Springer fibres.

For each α_ P Φ_, pick a nonzero root vector eα_ in g_
α_ . Consider the element

(1.6) γ “ epu´1qc`α_
0

`
ℓ

ÿ

i“1

eα_
i

P g_.

Here u is the same integer as the one in (1.1). It is a homogeneous regular elliptic
element in the sense of [22]. The affine Springer fibre associated with γ is the closed
subscheme in Fℓ whose closed points are given by

Fℓγ “ tgI_ | Adg´1pγq P LiepI_qu,

here Ad denotes the adjoint representation of G_ on g_. It is a finite dimensional
projective variety.

Let ρ̄ be the cocharacter of T which is the sum of fundamental coweights for G. Its
image is fixed by θ. Consider the one dimensional subtorus

(1.7) ν : Cˆ Ñ Tθ ˆ Grot

m Ă T_, t ÞÑ νptq “ ptuρ̄, th
_

q.

Then, we have FℓC
ˆ

“ FℓT
_

. Indeed, it is clear that T_-fixed points are Cˆ-fixed.
Next, for any α_ “ ᾱ_ ` mc P Φ_, the conjugation action of Cˆ on g_

α_ sends a vector
eα_ to tuxᾱ_,ρ̄y`mh_

eα_ . Since |xᾱ_, ρ̄y| ď h_ ´ 1, we have uxᾱ_, ρ̄y ` mh_ ą 0. Hence
w is the only Cˆ-fixed point in the Bruhat cell I_wI_{I_ Ă Fℓ. We deduce that

FℓC
ˆ

“ FℓT
_

.

Next, for t P Cˆ, we have Adνptq´1pγq “ tuγ. So Fℓγ is stable under this Cˆ-action.
The fixed points set can be described as follows

FℓC
ˆ

γ “ Fℓγ X FℓT
_

“ tw P W̃ | w´1pΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`u.

Thus we obtain a bijection

(1.8) W̃u » FℓC
ˆ

γ , w ÞÑ w´1.
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Theorem 1.3. We have a bijection

(1.9) Fℓ˝,Cˆ

γ » Admk, w ÞÑ w´1.pk̟0q.

Proof. By (1.2) and (1.8), the assignment w ÞÑ w´1.pk̟0q yields a well defined surjec-
tive map

(1.10) FℓC
ˆ

γ Ñ Admk .

The neutral component Fℓ˝ is isomorphic to the affine flag manifold associated with
the simply-connected groupG_

sc. In this case, the affine Springer fibre Fℓ˝
γ is connected.

The connected component of Fℓγ is naturally indexed by Ωu. Each of them is contained
in a unique connected component of Fℓ. The bijection π0pFℓq “ π0pFℓγq obtained
in this way matches with the obvious identification Ω Ñ Ωu. The Ωu-action on Fℓγ
sends fixed points to fixed points, and yields a bijection

ΩuzFℓC
ˆ

γ » Fℓ˝,Cˆ

γ .

So by (1.2), the map (1.10) is a bijection. �

Remark 1.4. By [7, Theorem 2.8.1] the fiber Fℓγ is homeomorphic to a central La-
grangian fibre of the moduli spaces Mγ of wild Higgs bundles, which corresponds to
the Coulomb branch predicted by physics theory. In particular, Fℓγ and Mγ have the
same Cˆ-fixed points. This gives the precise relationship between our bijection and
the one expected in physics theory.

2. Modularity

In the rest of this paper, we assume that g is an untwisted affine Lie algebra, so
r “ 1.

2.1. Modular groups. The modular group SLp2,Zq consists of 2 ˆ 2 matrices with
integer coefficients and determinant one. It is generated by

(2.1) τ` “

ˆ

1 1
0 1

˙

, σ “

ˆ

0 ´1
1 0

˙

.

Let PSLcp2,Zq be the universal central extension of PSLp2,Zq. It is the group
generated by τ` and σ subject to the relation pστ`q3 “ σ2. We have SLp2,Zq “
PSLcp2,Zq{xσ4 ´ 1y.

The group GLp2,Zq “ SLp2,Zq ¸ xεy, where ε “

ˆ

0 ´1
´1 0

˙

has order two. The

universal central extension PGLcp2,Zq is generated by ε and τ`, and subject to the
Steinberg relation

τ`τ
´1

´ τ` “ τ´1

´ τ`τ
´1

´ ,
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with τ´ “ ετ`ε. We have PSLcp2,Zq ãÑ PGLcp2,Zq such that σ ÞÑ τ`τ
´1

´ τ`.

2.2. Modularity of characters. Let

Y “ tλ P h | Repλ, cq ą 0u

“ tpz, τ, tq :“ 2πipz ` tc ´ τdq | z P h̄, , τ, t P C, Impτq ą 0u.

The modular group SLp2,Zq acts on Y by

g ¨ pz, τ, tq “

ˆ

z

cτ ` d
,
aτ ` b

cτ ` d
, t ´

cpz, zq

2pcτ ` dq

˙

, for g “

ˆ

a b

c d

˙

.

This induces a right action of SLp2,Zq on the space MpY q of meromorphic functions
on Y .

For λ P h˚ of level k, let Lpλq be the irreducible g-module of highest weight λ. The
normalized character of Lpλq is defined as

(2.2) chλpvq “ e2πiτsλ TrLpλqpe
vq, v P Y,

where sλ “ |λ`ρ̄|2

2pk`h_q
´ |ρ̄|2

2h_ . For λ P Admk, these characters are linearly independent

meromorphic functions on Y . Let V be the vector subspace they span in MpY q.

Recall that Admk “ tπb.pk̟0q | b P Σu{ „u. We abbreviate chb :“ chπb.pk̟0q.
In [19], Kac-Wakimoto proved that V is invariant under the SL2pZq-action. Let T, S

be respectively the matrices representing τ`, σ on the basis tchb | b P Σu{ „u. Then
their matrix coefficients are given by [19, Theorem 3.6]

Sb,b1 “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P_

uh_Q_

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

´1{2

ǫpubub1q

¨

˝

ź

αPΦ̄_
`

2 sin
πupα, ρ̄q

h_

˛

‚e´2πip h_

u
pb,b1q`pb`b1,ρ̄qq,

Tb,b1 “ e
πiu
h_

ˆ

|u´1

b
pρ̄q`h_

u
b|2´ |ρ̄|2

2u

˙

δb,b1.

(2.3)

2.3. Double affine Hecke algebras. Our next goal is to interpret the modularity of
characters in terms of double affine Hecke algebras(=DAHA).

In this section, we consider the DAHA attached to the root system of g_. Recall
that its underlying finite Lie algebra is ḡ_ with the root system Φ̄_ “ W̄ pΠ̄_q. Let Φ̄_

s ,
resp. Φ̄_

l , be the subsets of short, resp. long roots. Then

Φ_ “ tα ` nc | n P Z, α P Φ̄_
s u Y tα ` nr_c | n P Z, α P Φ̄_

l u.

Since we have assumed r “ 1, we have M “ Q_, M̃ “ P_, and they are respectively
the root and weight lattices for ḡ_. This agrees with the setup in [8, Section 3.1.1].
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Let m be the least natural number such that pP_, P_q “ 1

m
Z. We fix a coefficient

ring Cq,t “ Crq˘1{m, t˘1s, where q, t are formal variables. Let X1, ..., Xℓ be formal
variables. For b P P_ and n P 1

m
Z, set

(2.4) Xb`nc “ qn
ℓ

ź

i“1

Xni

i , if b “
ℓ

ÿ

i“1

ni ¯̟
_
i .

Recall that Ω “ tπj | j P Ju, where πj “ π ¯̟ j
. The extended affine Weyl group

W̃ “ Ω ˙ W acts on CrX˘1

1
, ..., X˘1

ℓ s by wpXb`ncq “ Xwpb`ncq for w P W̃ .

Definition 2.1. [8, Def. 3.2.1] The double affine Hecke algebra Hq,t (of equal pa-
rameters) attached to the root system of g_ is the unital Cq,t-algebra generated by T0,
T1,...,Tℓ´1, X1,...,Xℓ and the group Ω subject to the relation (2.4) and the relations
below:

(1) pTi ´ t1{2qpTi ` t´1{2q “ 0, @ 0 ď i ď ℓ ´ 1,
(2) TiTi1Ti... “ Ti1TiTi1 ... with mi,i1 factors on each side, where mi,i1 is the order of

sisi1 in the affine Weyl group,
(3) πjTiπ

´1

j “ Ti1 , if πjpαiq “ αi1 @ j P J ,

(4) TiXbTi “ XbX
´1

αi
, if pb, α_

i q “ 1, @ 0 ď i ď ℓ ´ 1,
(5) TiXb “ XbTi if pb, α_

i q “ 0, @ 0 ď i ď ℓ ´ 1,
(6) πjXbπ

´1

j “ Xπjpbq, @ j P J .

For x “ πjw P W̃ , with w belonging to the affine Weyl group, pick a reduced
expression w “ si1 ...sin , set Tx “ πjTi1 ...Tin . This element is independent of the choice
of reduced expression. Set Yi “ T ¯̟_

i
for 1 ď i ď ℓ. Then Yi are pairwise commuting

elements in Hq,t. For b “
řℓ

i“1
ni ¯̟

_
i , we set Yb “

śℓ

i“1
Y ni

i .

Let AutpHq,tq be the group of C-linear automorphisms of Hq,t. By [8, Section. 3.2.2],
there is a well defined group automorphism

PGLcp2,Zq Ñ AutpHq,tq

which sends the generators ε and τ` of PGLcp2,Zq to the following automorphisms on
Hq,t:

ε : Xi ÞÑ Yi, Yi ÞÑ Xi, Ti ÞÑ T´1

i , πj ÞÑ XjTπ´1

j
, t ÞÑ t´1, q ÞÑ q´1,

τ` : Xb ÞÑ Xb, T0 ÞÑ X´1

0
T´1

0
, Ti ÞÑ Ti, πj ÞÑ q´p ¯̟ j , ¯̟ jq{2Xjπj , t ÞÑ t, q ÞÑ q,

for all 1 ď i ď ℓ, j P J . Note that the automorphisms in the image of the subgroup
PSLcp2,Zq are Cq,t-linear. An Hq,t-representation V is called PSLcp2,Zq-invariant if
it carries a projective action of PSLcp2,Zq such that g ¨ H “ gpHq ¨ g as elements in
PEndpV q for any g P PSLcp2,Zq and H P Hq,t.

As in [8, (3.2.2)], we will use the κ-function and write t “ qκ, and Hκ “ Hq,t. Set
ρ̄κ “ κρ̄. The algebra Hκ has a polynomial representation Pol “ Cq,trX

˘1

1
, ..., X˘1

ℓ s,
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see [8, Thm. 3.2.1] for its definition. Let ˚ be the involution on Pol given by X˚
b “

X´b, t
˚ “ t´1, q˚ “ q´1. For f P Pol, we denote by xfy its constant term. The

representation Pol carries a nondegenerate ˚-bilinear form given by

xf, gy˝ “ xfg˚µ˝y,

where µ˝ “ µ{xµy with

µ “
ź

αPΦ̄_
`

8
ź

i“0

p1 ´ Xαq
i
αqp1 ´ X´1

α qi`1

α q

p1 ´ Xαtqiαqp1 ´ X´1
α tqi`1

α q
,

xµy “
ź

αPΦ̄_
`

8
ź

i“0

p1 ´ qpρ̄κ,αq`iqq2

p1 ´ tqpρ̄κ,αq`iqqp1 ´ t´1qpρ̄κ,αq`iqq
,

where qα “ qpα,αq{2, see [8, (3.3.1), (3.3.2)].

Nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials Eb indexed by b P P_ are elements in Pol1 :“
Pol bCq,t

Cpq˘1{m, tq subject to the conditions

Eb ´ Xb P
à

b1
ąb

Cpq˘1{m, tqXb1 , xEb, Xb1y˝ “ 0 for b1
ą b.

They form an eigenbasis for the action of Y -operators on Pol1. More precisely, for any
f P CrX˘1

1
, ..., X˘1

ℓ s, let Lf “ fpY1, ..., Yℓq be the corresponding operator in Hκ. Then

Lf pEbq “ fpq´b7qEb, where b7 :“ b ´ u´1

b pρ̄κq and Xapqbq “ qpa,bq, @ a, b P P_.

The renormalised Macdonald polynomials are defined as Eb “ Eb{Ebpq
´ρ̄κq for b P P_.

2.4. The finite dimensional representation V. From now on, we fix

κ “ ´
u

h_
.

We view q as a complex number, t “ qκ and view Hκ as an algebra over C.

In [8, Thm. 3.10.6 (ii)], Cherednik showed that Hκ has a perfect representation
F1r´ρ̄κs. As a vector space, it is the space of complex-valued functions on Σu{ „,
where Σu is the set defined in (1.3). Indeed, since pθ_, ρ̄κq ` κ “ ´u, the equivalent
classes of weights in our Σu are precisely those defined in [8, (3.10.26)]. Let χb be the
characteristic function given by χbpπb1q “ δb,b1 for b, b1 P Σu{„. As b runs over Σu{„,

they provide a basis of F1r´ρ̄κs. Note that by Lemma 1.2, we have W̃u{Ωu “ Σu{„.
So we may also view F1r´ρ̄κs as the space of complex-valued functions on W̃u{Ωu.

On the other hand, F1r´ρ̄κs is the unique simple quotient of the polynomial repre-
sentation by [8, Thm. 3.10.2]. The form x , y˝ descends to F1r´ρ̄κs and becomes

xf, gy‚ “
ÿ

bPΣu{„

fpπbqgpπbq
˚µ‚pπbq,
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where

(2.5) µ‚pπbq “
ź

α`ncPΦ_pπbq

t
´1{2
α ´ qnαt

1{2
α Xαpq´ρ̄κq

t
1{2
α ´ qnαt

´1{2
α Xαpq´ρ̄κq

,

as in [8, (3.4.6)], with qα “ qpα,αq{2, tα “ qκα, Xαpq´ρ̄κq “ qpα,´ρ̄κq. The product runs
over α P Φ̄_ and n P Z such that α ` nc P Φ_pπbq.

Let us describe the projective PSLcp2,Zq-action on F1r´ρ̄κs. We will consider a right
action which is given by the transpose of the left PSLcp2,Zq-action defined in [8]. In
other words, the one given by f ¨ g “ g´1 ¨ f for g P PSLcp2,Zq and f P F1r´ρ̄κs. It is
enough to describe the action of σ and τ`. Note that, our σ as in (2.1) is the inverse
of the σ in [8, (3.2.14)].

‚ The action of σ: The Fourier transform defined in [8, (3.4.12)] is the map

ϕ˝ : Pol Ñ F1r´ρ̄κs, f ÞÑ pπb ÞÑ xfEbµ0yq.

It factorises through the quotient map Pol Ñ F1r´ρ̄κs and yields an isomor-
phism

ϕ‚ : F1r´ρ̄κs
„
Ñ F1r´ρ̄κs,

f ÞÑ
´

πb ÞÑ
ÿ

b1 PΣu{„

fpπb1qEbpπb1qµ‚pπb1q
¯

,

This map intertwines with the action of σ on Hκ. In other words, for any
h P Hκ, we have ϕ‚phfq “ σphqϕ‚pfq. So ϕ‚ provides the desired σ-action on
F1r´ρ̄κs. Let S be the corresponding matrix on the basis tχbu. The matrix
coefficients are

Sb,b1 “ Ebpq
b1

7qµ‚pqb
1
7q.

‚ The action of τ`: The action of τ` is given by multiplication with the inverse

of the restricted Gaussian γ˚ P F1r´ρ̄κs given by γ˚pπbq “ q
1

2
|b´u´1

b
pρ̄κq|2 , see [8,

Prop. 3.10.1]. Let T be the matrix for τ` on the basis tχbu. Then the matrix
coefficients are

Tb,b1 “ q´ 1

2
|b´κu´1

b
ρ̄|2δb,b1 .

2.5. DAHA interpretation for modularity of characters. Now, we consider the

specialisation of the perfect representation F1r´ρ̄κs at q “ ζ “ e´ 2πih_

u . This is a
good cyclotomic reduction in the sense of [8, Section. 3.11.1]. Indeed, recall that
m “ 1 for type B2n and Cn, m “ 2 for type D2n, and m “ |Ω| in the other cases, see
e.g. [8, Section 3.1]. We see that m always divides h_. So q and q1{m are both primitive
u-th root of unity. Next, since u and h_ are coprime, the second condition in loc. cit.
is also satisfied with k̃ “ 0 and N “ u in the notation there.
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Let V be the specialisation of F1r´ρ̄κs at q “ ζ . By [8, Thm. 3.11.1], this repre-
sentation is well defined and remains perfect. Note that in this case t “ 1 and the
specialisation of Hκ becomes the double Weyl group.

Theorem 2.2. The isomorphism of vector spaces

(2.6) a : V
„
Ñ V, chb ÞÑ ǫpubqχb

intertwines the projective PSLcp2,Zq-actions on both sides.

Proof. First, note that

T|q“ζ “ e
πi|ρ̄|2

2h_ T.

Next, by (2.5) we see that in this specialization µ‚|q“ζ “ 1. We have Ebpq
´ρ̄κq|q“ζ “

ζ pρ̄κ,b´q by [8, (3.3.16), (3.3.17)], and

EbpXq|q“ζ “ ζ´pρ̄κ,b´qXb.

Therefore

Sb,b1|q“ζ “ Ebpq
b1

7q|q“ζ “ ζ´pρ̄κ,b´q`pb1
7,bq

Recall that b´ “ ubpbq and b1
7 “ b1 ´ u´1

b1 pρ̄κq. So

´pρ̄κ, b´q ` pb1
7, bq “ p´u´1

b pρ̄κq ´ u´1

b1 pρ̄κq, bq ` pb1, bq.

Note that ´u´1

b pρ̄q ´ u´1

b1 pρ̄q P Q_ with b P P_. We are in the case r “ 1, so
Q_ Ă Q and pQ_, P_q Ă Z. We deduce that p´u´1

b pρ̄κq ´ u´1

b1 pρ̄κq, bq P κZ. Thus

ζ p´u´1

b
pρ̄κq´u´1

b1 pρ̄κq,bq “ 1. Therefore

Sb,b1|q“ζ “ ζ pb1,bq.

Then by (2.3), we obtain

Sb,b1 “ aǫpubub1qSb,b1 |q“ζ, where a “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P_

uh_Q_

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

´1{2
¨

˝

ź

αPΦ̄_
`

2 sin
πupα, ρ̄q

h_

˛

‚.

By consequence, the isomorphism PEndpVq » PEndpVq induced by V
„
Ñ V, chb ÞÑ

ǫpubqχb, sends S, T to S, T respectively. �

Corollary 2.3. The projective action of PSLcp2,Zq on V can be lifted to an SLp2,Zq-
action.

Remark 2.4. A standard computation shows that a2 “ ul.

3. W-algebras

As in the previous section, we assume r “ 1.
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3.1. Representations. Let ḡ be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. Let f be a
nilpotent element in ḡ. We assume that f admits a good even grading1

ḡ “
à

jPZ

ḡj .

Without loss of generality, we may assume h̄ Ă ḡ0 and the root system is compatible
with the grading, i.e., each root space is contained in some ḡj .

We assume also that the nilpotent element f is of standard Levi type, i.e., there
is a Levi subalgebra l̄ of ḡ such that f is a regular nilpotent element in l̄. The Levi
subalgebra l̄ can be realised as the centraliser of

h̄f “ tv P h̄ | rf, vs “ 0u.

The root system for l̄ consists of finite roots of ḡ which vanishes on h̄f . Let Φ̄_
f be the

corresponding set of coroots, and denote by Wf the corresponding Weyl group.

Let V kpḡq “ Upgq bUpḡrzs‘Cc‘Cdq Ck be the universal affine Vertex algebra of level
k, where ḡrzs ‘ Cd acts trivially on Ck and c acts by the scalar k. Let Lkpḡq be its
simple quotient. Assume that k is a boundary principal admissible level. We consider
the category of Lkpḡq-modules in the category O of the affine Lie algebra g, denoted
by Lkpḡq -mod. By [1], it is a semi-simple category with simple objects given by the
simple highest weight modules Lpλq with λ P Admk.

The quantized Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction functor for an arbitrary f was introduced
by Kac-Roan-Wakimoto [18]. There are two versions of reduction functors Ψ˘

f . The

W -algebra is the vertex algebra obtained by Wkpḡ, fq “ Ψ`
`

Lkpḡq
˘

. Both reductions
provide functors

Ψ˘
f : Lkpḡq -mod Ñ Wkpḡ, fq -mod .

The functor Ψ´
f is expected to satisfy the following properties.

Conjecture 3.1 (Kac-Roan-Wakimoto, Arakawa). Assume k is a boundary principal
admissible level and f is regular in the Levi subalgebra l̄. The following holds:

(1) The functor Ψ´
f is exact. The image of a simple module is either simple or

zero.
(2) For λ P Admk, the module Ψ´

f pLpλqq is nonzero if and only if

Φ_
λ,` Ă Φ_

`zΦ̄_
f .

(3) For λ, λ1 P Admk, we have Ψ´
f pLpλqq » Ψ´

f pLpλ1qq if and only if λ “ x.λ1 for
some x P Wf .

For principal nilpotent elements, this was first conjectured by Frenkel-Kac-Wakimoto
[10, Conjecture 3.4´, Proposition 3.4] and proved first by Arakawa [2], and later

1This assumption can be weaken by considering Ramond twisted modules.
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Dhillon-Raskin [9] gave a different proof using localization techniques. Kac-Roan-
Wakimoto [18, Conjectures 3.1A, 3.1B] gave partial generalizations of Frenkel-Kac-
Wakimoto’s conjecture to f of standard Levi type. The current form of the conjecture
is suggested to us by Arakawa.

Besides the principal nilpotent case, it has also been proven for exceptional pairs of
f and k for any ḡ by Arakawa-van Ekeren [4]. Also, for arbitrary nilpotent element f
in type A, it holds for ordinary modules [3].

Let IrrpWkpḡ, fqq be the set of isomorphism classes of simple highest weightWkpḡ, fq-
modules in the essential image of the functor Ψ´

f . Based on Conjecture 3.1, it can be

parametrised as follows: first, since Ψ´
f is exact, the module H0

f pLpλqq is nonzero if
and only if its character is nontrivial. By [20, Thm. 2.3(c)], this is the case if and
only if Φ_

λ,` Ă Φ_
`zΦ̄_

f . Now recall that λ P Admk has the form λ “ x.pk̟0q for

x P W̃ such that xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`, and Φ_
λ is generated by xpΠ_

uq as root system. Therefore
H0

f pLpλqq ‰ 0 if and only if

xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`zΦ̄_
f .

So Conjecture 3.1 implies that IrrpWkpḡ, fqq is parametrised by the set

(3.1) Admf
k “ tx.pk̟0q | xpΠ_

uq Ă Φ_
`zΦ̄_

f u{ „f ,

where the equivalence relation „f is given by x „f x1 if x1 P Wfx.

3.2. Matching with fixed points in affine Spaltenstein varieties. Let P_
f Ă G_

be the parahoric subgroup containing I_ and such that the root system of its Levi
factor is given by Φ̄_

f . We consider the partial affine flag varietyFℓf “ G_{P_
f , and the

affine Spaltenstein variety is defined by

Fℓfγ “ tgP_
f | Adg´1pγq P radpLiepP_

f qqu.

Here radpLiepP_
f qq refers to the radical of the Lie algebra of P_

f . Let Fℓf,˝γ be the

neutral component. The Cˆ defined in (1.7) acts on Fℓfγ by left multiplication. Notice

that the natural projection π : Fℓ Ñ Fℓf restricts to the quotient map W̃ Ñ W̃ {Wf

at the level of T_-fixed points. Next, note that the roots in radpLiepP_
f qq are precisely

Φ_
`zΦ̄_

f . So for y P W̃ , we have

y P Fℓ
γ
f ðñ Ady´1pγq P radpLiepP_

f qq

ðñ y´1pΠuq Ă Φ_
`zΦ̄_

f .

Now, Theorem 1.3 and (3.1) implies a bijection between pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ
and Admf

k .

Theorem 3.2. Assuming Conjecture 3.1 holds, then the bijection (1.9) induces a
bijection

(3.2) pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ

» IrrpWkpḡ, fqq.
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3.3. Counting of simple highest weight Wkpḡ, fq-modules. The bijection above
reduces the counting of the number of simple highest weight Wkpḡ, fq-modules to the

counting of fixed points in pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ
. This can be done as below, following ideas in

the work of Sommers [25].

Let us first give another description of elements in Admf
k . For any integer n, let

Π_
n “ tpn ´ 1qc ` α_

0
, α_

i , i P Īu. The n-th fundamental alcove

An “ tv P h̄R | pα_, vq ď 0, @α_ P Π_
nu

is a fundamental domain for the action of W̄ ˙ nQ_ on h̄R. For x P W̃ , we have
xpΠ_

uq Ă Φ_
` if and only if xpA1q Ă Au. Thus W̃u “ tx P W̃ | xpA1q Ă Auu. Since Au

is a fundamental domain for the action of W̄ ˙ uQ_. Elements in W̃u are in bijection
with the right cosets of W̄ ˙uQ_ on W̃ . The quotient W̄ ˙uQ_zW̃ identifies naturally
with Su :“ P_{uQ_ with the map given by

pW̄ ˙ uQ_qzW̃
„
Ñ Su, x ÞÑ ´x´1p0q.

Further, this isomorphism is W̃ -equivariant with the action induced by the right mul-
tiplication of W̃ on itself on the left hand side, and the natural action of W̃ on Su on
the right hand side. Note that on the set of representatives, this isomorphism is given
by

(3.3) W̃u
„
Ñ Su, πb ÞÑ ´πbp0q “ b´.

Lemma 3.3. For πb P W̃u, we have πbpΠ
_
uq Ă Φ_

`zΦ̄_
f if and only if the stabilizer of b

for the Wf -action on Su is trivial.

Proof. If πbpΠ
_
uq is not contained in Φ_

`zΦ̄_
f , then there exists α_ P Π_

u such that

πbpα
_q “ β_ belongs to Φ̄_

f . By (1.4), if α_ “ α_
i for some i in Ī, then pu´1

b pα_
i q, bq “ 0

and u´1

b pα_
i q belongs to Φ̄_

f ; if α
_ “ uδ ´ θ_, then p´u´1

b pθ_q, bq “ u and ´u´1

b pθ_q

belongs to Φ̄_
f . In both cases, the reflection sβ_ stabilizes b P Su. Thus the stabilizer

of b in Wf is nontrivial.

For the other direction, assume b has a nontrivial stabilizer in Wf . Then by [25,
Prop. 4.1] this stabilizer is a parabolic subgroup of Wf . Thus there exists β_ P Φ̄_

f

such that pβ_, bq – 0 mod u. Equivalently pubpβ
_q, b´q – 0 mod u. Note that b´ P Au.

This implies either ubpβ
_q “ ˘α_

i for some i P Ī and pubpβ
_q, b´q “ 0, or ubpβ

_q “ ¯θ_

and pubpβ
_q, b´q “ ˘u. Again, by (1.4), this means one of ˘β_ belong to πbpΠ

_
uq. We

conclude that πbpΠ
_
uq X Φ̄_

f is nonempty. �

We deduce the following formula for the cardinality of pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ
. Recall that ℓ is

the rank of ḡ. Let m1, ..., mj be the exponents of the Weyl group Wf .

Proposition 3.4. We have

|pFℓf,˝γ qCˆ

| “
1

|Wf |
uℓ´jpu ´ m1q...pu ´ mjq.
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Proof. We follow a similar argument as in the proof of [25, Prop. 6.1]. The question is

equivalent to calculate |Admf
k |. Let

W̃u,f “ tx P W̃u | xpΠ_
uq Ă Φ_

`zΦ̄_
f u.

It is a subset of W̃u, which is stable under the action of Ωu. By (3.1), there is a

bijection between Admf
k and WfzW̃u,f{Ωu. The lemma above implies that the set

WfzW̃u,f is in bijection with free Wf -orbits in Su. Write e for the cardinality of Ω.
By [25, Prop. 3.9], for any w P Wf , the number of w-fixed points in Su is eudpwq, where
dpwq is the dimension of hw. We claim that

|tv P Su | ZWf
pvq “ 1u| “

ÿ

wPWf

ǫpwq|pSuqw|.

Indeed, consider the action of Wf on Su, let X “ tpw, hq P Wf ˆ Su | wh “ hu.
Counting the function

ř

pw,hqPX ǫpwq in two ways give the equality

(3.4)
ÿ

wPWf

ǫpwq|pSuqw| “
ÿ

vPSu

ÿ

wPZWf
pvq

ǫpwq.

Now, by [25, Prop. 4.1], for any v P Su the stabilizer ZWf
pvq is always a parabolic

subgroup of Wf . In particular, it contains an element of length one. Therefore
ř

wPZWf
pvq ǫpwq “ 0 whenever ZWf

pvq is nontrivial. So the right hand side of (3.4)

equals |tv P Su | ZWf
pvq “ 1u|. The claim follows.

We deduce that

|WfzW̃u,f | “
1

|Wf |
|tv P Su | ZWf

pvq “ 1u|

“
1

|Wf |
|

ÿ

wPWf

ǫpwqeudpwq

“
1

|Wf |
|

ÿ

wPWJ

p´1qspwqeuℓ´spwq

“
1

|Wf |
euℓ´jpu ´ m1q...pu ´ mjq.

Here the third equality is given by the fact dpwq “ ℓ ´ spwq, where spwq is the least
number of reflections needed to write w as a product of reflections. So lpwq and spwq
have the same parity. The last equality follows from the Shepard-Todd theorem.

Finally, since Ωu acts on WfzW̃u,f freely, we deduce

|Admf
k | “ |WfzW̃u,f{Ωu| “

1

|Wf |
ul´jpu ´ m1q...pu ´ mjq.

�
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Corollary 3.5. Assuming Conjecture 3.1 holds, then

(3.5) | IrrpWkpḡ, fqq| “
1

|Wf |
uℓ´jpu ´ m1q...pu ´ mjq.

In particular, Wkpḡ, fq “ 0 if and only if u is equal to one of the exponents of Wf .

Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 3.2 and the previous proposition.
The second is because the Wkpḡ, fq has no simple highest weight module if and only
if it is zero. �

Remark 3.6. This gives a new way to detect when the W-algebra Wkpḡ, fq is zero. It
is known that Wkpḡ, fq “ 0 if and only if f does not belong to the associated variety of
Lkpḡq. The associated variety of Lkpḡq is the closure of some nilpotent orbit Ok, which
was explicitly determined by Arakawa [1]. We checked by a case by case computation
that when f is of standard Levi type, f R Ōk is indeed equivalent to u being equal to
one of the exponents of Wf .

Remark 3.7. The formula (3.5) also gives another way to determine whenWkpḡ, fq “ C.
We checked that the table 1 below gives a complete list for which | IrrpWkpḡ, fqq| “ 1
according to (3.5). These are precisely the cases when Wkpḡ, fq “ C for boundary
principal admissible level and f regular in a Levi. This matches with the results in [5],
which are obtained by different methods.

ḡ u f

ḡ h ` 1 principal
slul`1 any ru, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u

looomooon

l

, 1s

soul`1 odd ru, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u
looomooon

l

, 1s, l even

spul odd ru, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u
looomooon

l

s, l even

soul odd ru, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u
looomooon

l

s, l even

e7 7 A6

Table 1. the case | IrrpWkpḡ, fqq| “ 1, with h being the Coxeter
number of W̄ .

3.4. Modularity. Finally, let us discuss how the SL2pZq-actions are compatible with
reductions.

Recall that for DAHA, we specialised the parameter t “ 1. The algebra Hκ contains
a copy of the group algebra of W̄ . Let ef “

ř

wPWf
ǫpwqw be the anti-symmetrizer.
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The subspace Vf :“ efV in V is a module over the subalgebra efHκef , and is stable
under the SL2pZq-action. As a W̄ -representation V is identified with functions on

Su{Ωu by (3.3). So it is a direct sum of induced representations IndW̄
Pb

p1q with b varies

in Su. Here Pb is the parabolic subgroup in W̄ given by the stabiliser of b. By Mackey

formula, the factor efpIndW̄
Pb

p1qq “ 0 if and only if Pb X Wf is non-empty. So Vf has a
basis efχb where b runs over a set of representatives of free Wf -orbit in Su{Ωu.

Since the category of admissible representations is semi-simple, we can identify V

with its Grothendieck group. Let Vf be the space spanned by the characters of simple
highest weight Wkpḡ, fq-modules. Then it is identified with the Grothendieck group
of the Serre subcategory in Wkpḡ, fq -mod generated by IrrpWkpḡ, fqq. The reduction
functor Ψ´

f is exact, hence it induces a map on the Grothendieck group V Ñ Vf .

It follows from Lemma 3.3 and the discussion above that for λ “ πb.pk̟0q, the
reduction Ψ´

f pLpλqq is zero if and only if efχb “ 0; and Ψ´
f pLpλqq “ Ψ´

f pLpλ1qq if and
only if πb1 “ wπb for some w P Wf , and in this case efχb1 “ ǫpwqefχb. By consequence,
the isomorphism a : V

„
Ñ V descends to a unique isomorphism af : Vf Ñ Vf such that

the following diagram commute

V
a

//

Ψ
´
f

��

V

ef

��

Vf
af

// Vf .

The action of SL2pZq commute with the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction on the representa-
tion side, and commute with ef on the DAHA side. Therefore, we deduce the following
result.

Theorem 3.8. The following isomorphism

af : Vf Ñ Vf , Ψ´
f pchbq ÞÑ ǫpubqefχb

intertwines the SL2pZq-action on both sides.

Remark 3.9. When ḡ “ A1 and f is an element in the principal orbit, the above result
was first observed in [23]. The generalisation to ḡ “ AN´1 and f principal was first
presented in [13].
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